
Fuel POS 

Fuel POS, helps you to manage all aspects of your fuel and retail business. It combines an easy-

to-use touchscreen interface with powerful management and analytical software tools. It allows 

you to connect seamlessly with all other systems on your service station including 

dispensers, indoor and outdoor payment, CCTV, tank level gauges, pole-sign and back office. 

This level of integration makes life easier, helping to provide you and your staff with more time 

to better serve your customers. Fuel POS is designed to interface to a range of products via 

internationally recognized standards to provide you with a set of integrated systems that drive 

better business results. Fuel POS helps you to manage your overall business more effectively. 

The sophisticated reporting features help you evaluate where you are doing well and areas where 

you may be able to improve. Available reports include workforce management, shift reports, 

cash management, sales activities, access control and wet stock management.  

Fuel POS is the industry-specialist Point of Sale solution that has been chosen by oil companies 

and thousands of independent service stations to help run their businesses more effectively. Fuel 

POS is provided with an easy to use set-up application called eMIS. This powerful and intuitive 

software allows quick and accurate placement of data onto your new Electronic Point of Sale 

(EPOS or POS). Setting up of forecourt fuel grades, tanks and pumps is configured swiftly; shop 

article details like description, department and barcodes are simple to add.  Smart wet stock 

management capabilities help reduce fuel losses and improve compliance. Fuel POS helps you 

manage your fuel as easily as you manage your stock. Fuel POS provides you with a secure 

payment platform that covers traditionally accepted payment methods such as Credit/Debit/Fuel 

Cards. 

ADVANTAGES 

 Automate the manual interaction 

 Increased efficiency and accuracy 

 Lower operating costs 

 Improved inventory management 

 Easy transaction processing for multiple product types from single interface 



 Security, reliability and ease of use for you and your customers  

 Convenience and durability for high-use and outdoor environments 

 Improved Site Information Management 

FEATURES 

 Secure convenience store and fuel POS payment at the pump 

 Upgrade existing fuel pumps to enable IP connectivity 

 Wet stock and tank management 

 Integrated card payment 

 

 

 


